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Bio
Darla France has been a speaker for churches, schools
and business groups and numerous retreats for more
than twenty-five years. She is a therapist and the
Director of Counseling and Training at LifeTouch
Ministries & Counseling Center. Wife, mother, and
grandmother, Darla began her speaking ministry as a
Bible teacher for Bible Study Fellowship International.
Popular demand brought her to various opportunities
for women’s groups and trainings as well as church
and business events.
Darla’s speaking and teaching expanded into the
international domain in 2006. Her signature
conferences, "When the Pain is Too Deep" and
"Unstuck" have been presented across the United
States and several countries in Africa, Europe and
Latin America. These conferences are designed to
help people find healing and return to joy from
trauma, as well as to equip people who minister to
those with deep emotional pain.

TRAINER

Testimonials
“ Darla’s teachings have become a
life saving gift among our people.
She has taught us many truths from
psychology and the Bible that we
will remember for a long time.”
Bridgette Masaquoi, Dean of
Women, Lago Bible College. Lagos
Nigeria
"In some 35 years in classrooms both as
student and as teacher, I know of no
one more qualified to train others to
overcome trauma and grab hold again
to life and hope."
Carol Wieland,Teacher,
Regional and Global Intercessor
“After attending the conference on Anxiety
and Bitterness, I came away inspired with
practical resources for my own struggles.
I have listened to the recorded sessions
since then, and I plan to send them
on to several friends.”
Julie Baxter, Participant
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Signature Presentations

Personal GrowthWorkshops

Conference Series
Unstuck! Returning People to Joy Find out how to withstand life's many
assaults and live in His Joy!
Five to Thrive - Discover the elements
needed to move from victim to survivor to
THRIVER.
When the Pain is Too Deep Helping the traumatized child and those who
assist them.
Shadow of His Wings - A training on
Spiritual Warfare.
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Shame Off You- A Biblical and clinical viewpoint on the
effects and behaviors of living with a shame identity.
The Poverty Mindset - Learn what defines a "Poverty
Mindset" and how it limits our thinking, allowing us to settle
for much less than our God has intended for us.
Who Am I? Finding our Identity - God wants us to believe
what He says about us, not what we have been told or what
we tell ourselves.
Integrating the Biblical and the Clinical in Counseling
Sessions (for clinicians) - Practical applications and
techniques to bring balance and truth to the hurting.

Keynotes

We’re All Keepers - Darla tells the light and delightful story that helps the listener see how we are all “keepers”
in God’s eyes. Appropriate for children through adult.
Sheepish - A delightful but meaningful look at how Psalm 23 brings Biblical truth to how we are like sheep and
how to become more like our Shepherd.
Remember the Duck - Excellent analogies and storytelling mark this keynote that ties in God’s love and
forgiveness with a focus on how we are all "seen" by the Lord.
Cracked Pots - The Heavenly Potter has lovingly and intentionally chosen you as His beautiful and purposeful
work of art. Learn how steps for creating pottery relate to the way The Potter molds and shapes us.
Tracing the Light (Darla’s personal story) - As a child Darla, discovered the “Shepherd," but little did she
realize the trauma, betrayal, and hopeless despair she would experience throughout her young life. This is a
story of life and hope as each listener comes to see that no life is hopeless or too far gone to be changed.
Serving the Persecuted Church - Hear Jeff & Darla France's true account of their own lives being placed in
danger and how they learned the most valuable character trait of God from those who are suffering.

For more information and to book Darla for yur event:
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